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1. Introduction
The purpose of the DG Murray Trust Applicant/Grantee survey was to get feedback from
organisations of their experience of applying to us for funding and as an implementing partner of the
Trust. We specifically aimed to get their input on the following:
—
—
—
—

Our communication and interaction with them (both written and in person);
Their perceptions of DGMT as a funder;
Their perception and experience of our application and due diligence processes;
Their perception and experience of our grant management processes and reporting
requirements.

Grantees of American foundations are regularly surveyed by the Center for Effective Philanthropy (CEP).
However, surveys of South African funders seem to be fairly rare. We designed our survey to cover the
most important areas included by the CEP survey as well as surveys done by European agencies, but
adjusted where appropriate for the South African context and included areas that we are uniquely
interested in, like our learning briefs.
We will use the findings of this survey to better understand our strengths and weaknesses as a funder
and to review our policies or practice where it will serve the best interests of civil society and our
implementing partners.
This report is made-up of three sections, (a) a description of the methodology that we used to collect
and analyse the data, (b) a detailed description of the findings of the survey, and (c) a
discussion/conclusion section which summarises the most import findings and reflects on their
implications for DGMT.
From the outset, we recognised the limitations of user surveys in a situation where grant making is
involved. It is indeed difficult to ‘level the playing field’ so that respondents feel comfortable to be
entirely frank about their interaction with a funder. We hope that the anonymity of the survey – and
ultimately DGMT’s own level of transparency and willingness to learn and change – will convince
respondents that we respect their frank appraisal of our performance. Recognising these limitations, we
paid particular attention to ‘neutral’ responses as we did to those that were strongly positive or
negative.

2. Methodology
Organisations expressing opinions about funders are likely to either be positively biased if they
succeeded in securing funding from the funder, or negatively biased if they have failed to do so. We
conducted this survey fully aware of this fact and although funders often only ask for or receive
feedback from their active grantees, it was important to us to also give organisations that have
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unsuccessfully applied for funding an opportunity to give feedback. The reality is that there is often
not a clear distinction between organisations that have been funded and those that have not been
funded. Organisations tend to apply for funding on a regular basis and often submit multiple
proposals, it is therefore very likely that the same organisation received a grant in one year and was
declined the next or that one of their proposals was successful and another unsuccessful.

2.1.1 Data collection methodology
The most practical way of reaching a large number of organisations that applied for funding from us
was to contact them via the email addresses that they supplied with their application form and to
give them the opportunity to complete the survey online. The survey was prepared on the web
programme Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) which is a convenient way of doing online
surveys because it incorporates features ensuring the integrity of the data (for example not
allowing for duplicate IP addresses to complete the survey etc.). The survey was completely
anonymous and we took care to ensure that none of the questions/items included could reveal the
identity of the responding organisation.

2.1.2 Compiling the research sample
To compile our sample of applicant or grantee respondents we extracted records of 1 763
applications/transactions for the 2010-2011 time period from our database. These applications
represented a sample of 1 222 unique organisations. Of these organisations approximately 40%
were funded at least once over the two years and 63% submitted applications that were declined
over that same period. Approximately 12% of the organisations have submitted at least two
proposals of which one was funded and the other declined.
Table 1: Details on sampling

Details of research sample
Applications/transactions
Sample/unique organisations
Number of organisations funded (at least once)
Number of organisations declined (declined at least once)
Outcome unclear/uncertain for various reasons
Number both funded and declined

Number
1 763
1 222
489
772
217
141

%

40%
63%
12%
12%

Email addresses are often changed, not provided or captured incorrectly. For the sample of 1 222
organisations, we had 1 097 email addresses available to whom we sent invitations to complete the
survey. Unsurprisingly, we experienced a high bounce rate (18% of emails bounced). After a process of
verifying or finding missing addresses we were able to send out an additional 169 email invitations to
invite organisations to participate. Unfortunately 21% of these emails bounced again. According to Mail
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Chimp (www.mailchimp.com), the web-based programme that we used to distribute the emails, 1 037
emails were successfully delivered covering 84% of the 1 222 organisations that we originally included in
the sample.
Table 2: Details on email invitations

Action
Email invitations sent [27/03/2012]
Number of emails that bounced
Email invitation resent to verified/missing addresses [12/04/2012]
Number of emails that bounced again
Total email invites sent (including more than 1 email address per
organisation where available)
Total email invites successfully delivered

Number
1 097
193
169
36
1 266
1 037

Organisations that received the email on the 27th of March were given more than a month to complete
the survey by 1 April 2012 and those that received the survey on the 12th of April had 13 workdays to
complete the survey.

2.1.3 Data analysis
Data was extracted from Survey Monkey into Microsoft Excel where it was cleaned and qualitative data
coded. Further analysis took place in SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) and analysis included
descriptive statistics, cross-tabulations and simple testing for difference between groups using the ChiSquare test which does not assume a normal distribution of data or require other parametric conditions
to be fulfilled.
Although qualitative data was coded and summaries of themes provided, many quotes are included in
this report to ensure that the detail of what is being shared by applicants and grantees is clearly
illustrated.
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3. Findings
To systematically present the findings of this survey, general background on the organisations that
responded to the survey will first be provided. This is followed by a section in which both applicants and
grantees could participate, gauging perceptions around DGMT’s communication and interaction, general
perception of DGMT and impressions of our due diligence process. Lastly grantees’ experience of being
an implementing partner of DGMT is examined.

3.1.1 Who responded to the survey?
3.1.1 Survey Response Rate
In total 288 organisations responded to the survey. This represents a 24% response rate out of the
1 222 organisations that DGMT hoped to reach and a 28% response rate out of the 1 037 email
invitations that were successfully delivered. According to PeoplePulse1 the rate of response for
online surveys varies according to a range of factors such as: the target audience being surveyed,
the nature of the survey content, the perceived value of incentive being offered etc. They report
that the median survey response rate drawn from 199 online surveys conducted in the US (which
included incentives and follow-ups) was 26%. Higher response rates indicate that the topic of the
survey is of importance to the research group. While very good response rates are generally
reported for funder surveys, for example the CEP reviews of American Foundations tend to have a
40% response rate (for active grantees), it is important that funders realise that these high response
rates reflect a strong need among the organisations from civil society to communicate with them.
While the DGMT survey did not offer incentives and targeted a group of both grantees and nongrantees, we see a 28% response rate as above the median and, as is illustrated in the descriptive
information following, representative of the larger pool of organisations with which we engage.

3.1.2 Descriptive Information
3.1.2.1 Which areas are organisations addressing through their programmes?
The fields in which organisations are implementing programmes generally corresponded with the
DGMT’s portfolio areas. Where organisations were uncertain about the portfolio applicable to
them, they were assigned to a portfolio based on the programme area that they described. It is
important to note that as many as 19% of organisations believed they were implementing
programmes that fell across various DGMT portfolios, in which case they indicated all the portfolios
that are applicable to them. This is to be expected while the DGMT portfolios were newly
introduced in 2011 only.
1

An Australian organisation specialising in online research: http://www.peoplepulse.com.au/Survey-ResponseRates.htm
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As is illustrated by Figure 1 following, the largest proportion (38%) of organisations said that their
programmes are addressing areas covered by DGMT’s Inclusion portfolio which was followed by
programmes addressing Early Childhood Development (ECD) (28%). Approximately 19% of
organisations implement programmes falling under the Connection to Opportunity portfolio and
10% of organisations’ programmes falls within DGMT’s Leadership and Education to Read and Write
portfolios respectively.
Figure 1: Respondent programmes per DGMT portfolio area (% out of 288 organisations)

DGMT PORTFOLIOS
Early Childhood Development
Education to Read and Write: Programmes
focused on early literacy development &
programmes bringing about systemic change
in local education systems.
Connection to Opportunity: Bursary,
learning support, opportunity mediation,
skills development programmes etc.
Leadership for a winning nation: Leadership
development among youth
Inclusion of those most left out: Vulnerable
groups like orphans, abused women and
children, people with disabilities etc.

There were some cases where the area of implementation could not be linked to a specific DGMT
portfolio. This was not necessarily because the project did not fall within DGMT’s priority funding
areas; often the area described was very broad and could potentially be covered through all of our
portfolios depending on the specifics of the project. These included:
— Animal welfare: this implementation area no longer forms part of DGMT’s priority areas;
— Community Development: this could potentially be assigned to any of our portfolios;
— Environmental development and education: we support environmental programmes when
their outcomes also address the outcomes of one of our portfolios;
— Music education for children and youth: if this refers to an early music stimulation
programme it might fall under our Education to Read and Write Portfolio; if it however
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refers to a general programme teaching children musical instruments this is not a funding
fu
priority for DGMT at the moment
moment;
— Youth Development: this could potentially be assigned to at least three of our portfolios.
3.1.2.2 Where are organisations implementing their programmes?
Responding organisations often implemented their programmes in more than one province (16%
(
of
organisations in this sample). The geographical distribution of projects implemented by this sample
of organisations closely reflected DGMT’s geographical grant-making trends: the majority (47%)
(4
of
responding organisations
ns reported implementing their programmes in the Western Cape, followed
by Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal
Natal and the Eastern Cape. Very few responding organisations were
implementing programmes in the North West (7%) and the Northern Cape (8%)
(8%).
Figure 2: Respondent implementation by province (% out of 288 organisations)

Geographical distribution of DGMT grants in 2011

3.1.2.3 Funding history with DGMT
The majority (66%) of the 281 organisations who responded to the question of whether they had
ha
ever received funding from DGMT said they had. Approximately a third (35%
35%) has thus never
succeeded in securing funding from DGMT.
Of the third of organisations that could indicate the start and/or end date of the most recent
recen grant
that they received from DGMT, the majority (81%) indicated start dates in 2011 and 2012 and 79%
indicated end dates in 2012 and 2013. More than half (55%) of these organisations thus have/had
have
a
grant of a one year duration.. The grant duration for approximately
oximately 24% of organisations was for
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less than a year or a once-off donation, while approximately 22% of organisations indicated that
they have/had grants with a duration between one and two years.
Figure 3: Duration of grants

Of those organisations that could provide
dates for their latest application that was
declined (134 organisations) about 74% said
their application was declined in 2011.
Approximately 18% said they were declined
between 2008 and 2010 and 6% said they
were declined in 2012. It is important to
note though that this data should be
interpreted
with
caution
because
organisations often submit multiple
applications of which some are declined,
while one could be funded or aspects of
several applications integrated into one grant by the DGMT Portfolio Manager.
Figure 4: Summary of funding history information

Last successful grant

Last application declined

30- 35% of organisations could
provide start and/or end dates

134 organisations answered

81% indicated start dates
between 2011 & 2012

74% declined in 2011

79% indicated end dates
between 2012 & 2013

18% declined between 2008
& 2010

55%: annual grant

6%: declined in 2012

24%: < than a year
22%: > than a year

Note that organisations
often submit multiple
applications

The current grantee status is most relevant in understanding the nature of responding
organisations’ most recent relationship with DGMT. Approximately 30% of organisations indicated
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that they are currently DGMT grantees or will sign their grant agreement soon (see Figure 5 below).
Two fifths (41%) of organisations said they are not a grantee because their last application had been
unsuccessful and 14% said that after their last grant expired they did not apply for funding again.
Another 14% said they are still waiting to hear the outcome of their application.
Figure 5: Current grantee status of responding organisations

The 180 organisations that were both successful in securing funding from DGMT and able to answer
the question on the grant size of the latest grant they received from DGMT tended to report grants
of R500 000 and below. About 33% had grants were between R101 000 and R300 000 while only
9% indicated grants of more than one million rand. This is also consistent with DGMT’s grant making
trends, in 2011 the median size of grants awarded by DGMT was R230 000.
Figure 6: Size of grants

When asked at which stage they thought their application was declined, more than half of the 144
organisations that responded to this question said they were declined at Step 1.
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Figure 7: Perceptions of the stage at which their application was declined (% of organisations)

This concludes the section describing responding
organisations’ characteristics. In summary, most
organisations implemented programmes which
tended to include outcomes areas covered by our
Inclusion and ECD portfolios. These programmes
are mostly being implemented in the Western
Cape, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern
Cape. Most have been previously funded by
DGMT although about 55% said they are not
currently grantees. Those that received grants from DGMT before tended to reported grants sizes
of below R500 000. Recent grantees were most likely to hold grants activated in 2011 and 2012 and
if an organisation’s last application was declined, it was most likely declined in 2011.

3.1.2 What did they think about DGMT’s general communication and
interaction with them?
Overall the majority of organisations rated DGMT positively in terms of our general communication
and interaction with them. Four-fifths (82%) of organisations agreed that DGMT’s goals and mission
are clearly communicated. Although the majority (75%) of organisations still agreed that DGMT’s
funding priorities are clearly communicated, the level of agreement was slightly weaker on this
item. A similar proportion (71%) agreed with the statement that DGMT’s personal communication
is courteous and helpful. There were more organisations that chose to remain neutral on the
statement that DGMT’s written resources are sufficient and helpful.
The statement ‘I understand what DGMT mean by saying they are looking to support programmes
that are catalytic’ had the least agreement, most disagreement and neutral scores of the items
included on this scale. Although Portfolio Managers explain this verbally when they interact with
organisations, it is not specifically explained on DGMT’s website or official funding guidelines
contributing to the uncertainty and disagreement on this item. An area of strongest agreement
concerned DGMT’s level of responsiveness. More than half of organisations rated DGMT to be very
responsive in terms of their enquiries and requests. Although still getting high positive scores, the
ratings on the consistency of information provided by different contact points was slightly lower.
The largest proportion of organisations said DGMT’s application process was only relatively easy and
straightforward.
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Table 3: Summary of scores on general communication and interaction scales
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Organisations that have never been funded by DGMT rated DGMT significantly 2 lower than
organisations that have been funded on the:
—
—
—
—

Sufficiency and helpfullness of our written resources;
The courtesy and helpfulness of our personal communication;
Our responsiveness in terms of enquiries and requests; and
The consistency of information provided by different contact points.

There were also statistically significant differences (P= 0.00 - 0.005) between current grantees, nongrantees and groups that are waiting to hear the outcome of their application on all of the
items/statements included on the scale except for the statement regarding the clarity of DGMT’s
goals and missions. Current grantees and organisations waiting to hear the outcome of their
application tended to rate DGMT more positively than those that are not grantees.
Of the 265 organisations that commented on whether DGMT provided any helpful assistance not
related to the grant/application, 29% said DGMT did provide such assistance while 71% said that
they did not receive any additional assistance. Organisations most often referred to instances of
referral and networking (29% of responses); responsiveness and guidance on processes or
requirements (22%); and programmatic advice and guidance (16%) when they described the
assistance that they received.
Table 4: Areas of additional assistance that organisations received from DGMT
Number of
responses

% of responses

Networking/referral

37

30%

Responsiveness and guidance on processes or requirements
Programmatic advice and guidance
Information
Learning briefs
Sponsored external guidance/evaluation

29
21
14
7
5

24%
17%
11%
6%
4%

Capacity building opportunity

2

2%

Christmas bonus
Small grant
Accommodating grant payment
Encouragement
Opportunity for sharing/meeting groups

2
2
1
1

2%
2%
1%
1%

1

1%

122

100%

Area of assistance

Total
2

Statistically significant means: the likelihood that a result or relationship is caused by something other than mere random

chance.
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Selected quotes on additional assistance that organisations report receiving from DGMT:

“The Hands-On briefs are informative, allow us to partner with like-minded organizations, and have
inspired us to write one ourselves”.
“Provided me with general contacts in the field and contact persons to approach. Provided insight
and suggestions about our programme and how we link in with the general education system”.
“[Portfolio Manager] was down here at the centre and answered all our questions and we
responded to her request as we had thought about the programme. She also provided to us some
ideas and viewpoints for success - ideas taken and highly appreciated”.
“As a project manager I was granted study opportunity which assisted me to enhance my
management skills”.
“Communication with DGMT is very helpful. We are not having email communication all the time
but DGMT staff are communicating with us very well. We just need to get more applications to you
and a response on the future applications”.
“Funding an independent evaluation in addition to the investment for which we applied has been of
great help. With our sustainability and success directly linked to our results, it has been a great
boost to have these assessed independently.
Links with other DGMT programmes and
opportunities to partner organisations and individuals (e.g. our learners and volunteers) have been
great and connections with other practitioners made by DGMT have been helpful. The staff at DGMT
are very knowledgeable about the field due to the high volumes of applications and organisations
they know well, it would be great to find ways to increase the flow of information from the DGMT
team to the grantees”.
“[Portfolio Manager] gave other ideas as to how we could encourage more interaction between the
children from different communities and suggested that our Leaders lead all the way up as opposed
to a 12 month programme. She was building on eventual dreams that we shared and how we could
possibly grow to reach them”.
“Provided me with general contacts in the field and contact persons to approach. Provided insight
and suggestions about our programme and how we link in with the general education system”.
There were three instances where the meaning of the comments was unclear and four instances where
respondents used the opportunity to report a negative experience. Negative experiences reported by
applicants:

“I received an unhelpful note stating the application had been declined. There was no explanation of
why or what we could do to improve our chances of receiving a grant. It took me a number of calls
to the Cape Town office to find someone to help me to understand the reason behind the response”.
Page 12
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“The staff was friendly and helpful, but the rejection letter said that DGMT doesn't fund in the
Western Cape, we are operational throughout the country though”.*
“We emailed, asking for clarification as to why our application had been rejected, as we are the only
provider of maths/science enrichment in the KZN Midlands, and offer an excellent product with a
very good track record. We was told that the DGMT was now funding only those NPOs which
provided assistance for disadvantaged people who are NOT employable, educated or skilled. It was
a shock rejection; I had traveled to the DGMT Trustee meeting the previous year in Cape Town, and
had received tremendous applause and encouragement. To go from this, to being rejected, was very
distressing. The DGMT also lost many of its staff, and I found the new practitioners somewhat
disinterested”.*3
“The applications experience varied greatly depending on the individuals concerned. Some DGMT
staff have been very helpful (recent experiences) but the previous experiences (between 2009 and
early 2011) have been on the contrary”.

3.1.3 Do they think DGMT understand their organisation?
Even though the general feedback on items related to DGMT’s attitude towards and understanding
of organisations’ work remained positive in general, larger proportions of responding organisations
chose to remain neutral or to disagree with these statements than was the case for the general
communication and interaction scales. As will be illustrated when the advice from applicants and
grantees are explored (see section 3.1.5), requests for DGMT to cultivate a better understanding of
the organisation, especially by doing more site visits, were some of the most frequently repeated
recommendations.
The item on which there was the strongest disagreement (19% of organisations) or neutrality (32%
of organisations) was: ‘DGMT’ understands the local community in which I operate’. This was
followed’ by ‘DGMT understands my organisation’s strategy and goals’, a statement with which 20%
of organisations disagreed and on which 27% remained neutral. The strongest items on this scale
was DGMT’s understanding of the social problems that organisations are addressing, 61% of
organisations agreed with this statement, and the perception that DGMT respects and values the
work that organisations are doing (65% of organisations agreed with this statement). A large
majority of organisations either strongly disagreed or disagreed (62%) with the statement that they
felt pressured by DGMT to modify their priorities in order to receive funding.
The scores for the items on this scale are summarised and visually presented in Table 5 following.

*

Note that these statements reflect the perceptions of the respondent and do not reflect DGMT’s actual policies.
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Table 5: Summary of scores on perceptions regarding DGMT’s attitude and understanding of their work

There were statistically significant differences between those organisations that have been funded by DGMT and those that have never
been funded as well as between organisations that are currently grantees, non-grantees and those still waiting to hear the outcome of
their application on all the items included in this scale. Organisations that have been funded by DGMT before or who are currently
grantees or waiting to hear the outcome of their application were more likely to say that DGMT understand their strategy and goals, the
social problem that they are addressing, the local community within which they operate and that DGMT respects them and value their
work. They were also less likely to say they felt pressured to modify their priorities in order to receive funding from DGMT.
Page 14
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3.1.4 What are their general perceptions of DGMT?
Organisations rated DGMT as highly on scale items depicting their general perceptions of DGMT as was the case for the scale items on
DGMT’s general communication and interaction with organisations. More than 70% of organisations either agreed or strongly agreed that
DGMT is fair in its grant making decisions and that DGMT has influence that could contribute to shaping public policy. There were most
disagreement and uncertainty on whether DGMT advances knowledge in the field in which organisations are working and leads the field
to new thinking and practice.
Table 6: Summary of scores on general perceptions of DGMT
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There was a statistically significant difference (P=0.000) between organisations previously funded
by DGMT and those that have never been funded by DGMT on the statement: “DGMT is fair in its
grant making decisions”. Those that have received funding from DGMT were more likely to agree
with the statement while those that have not received funding were more likely to remain neutral
or to disagree with the statement.
Figure 8: Fairness of DGMT’s grant making decisions – group comparison

There were also statistically
significant differences
(P=0.000-0.004) between
grantees, non-grantees or
those waiting to hear the
outcome of their application
on all items except the
statement that DGMT has
influence that can contribute
to shaping public policy. On
all other items those that were
not DGMT grantees either
rated DGMT more negatively
than the other two groups or
were more likely to remain
neutral on topic.
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3.1.5 General level of satisfaction and advice to DGMT
Almost half of organisations said they were very satisfied with their experience dealing with DGMT.
About 24% said they were somewhat satisfied, indicating some room for improvement, while 32%
of organisations either chose to remain neutral or said they were not satisfied. There is a
statistically significant (P=0.000) difference on the level of satisfaction reported by organisations
previously funded by DGMT and those who have never received funding from DGMT as well as
grantees, non-grantees and groups waiting to hear the outcome of their applications (also P=0.000).
Those that have received funding or are grantees were more likely to say they are satisfied with the
experience dealing with DGMT than those that have not received funding, although a large
proportion (43%) of organisations that have never received funding from DGMT or are nongrantees (50%) also report being satisfied with the experience. The general level of satisfaction for
participating organisations as well as those who have been funded by DGMT versus those that have
not been funded is illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10 following.
Figure 9: General level of satisfaction with the experience dealing with DGMT

Figure 10: General level of satisfaction with the experience dealing with DGMT - group comparison
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Advice to DGMT

We asked organisations what advice they can give us to improve our relationship with and service
to civil society and NGOs. Note that organisations’ responses could be coded into more than one
theme resulting in multiple responses per organisation. Themes that were repeatedly mentioned
are summarised in Table 7, page 22.
The advice most repeated was for DGMT to simplify its application process (12% of responses).
Organisations mentioned that the concept note/step 1 process was too long and involved,
especially for organisations applying for smaller grants, that certain aspects of Step 1 and Step 2
was repetitive and the budget templates are complicated and restrictive. Following are selected
quotes in this regard:
“I think a simpler step 1 concept note would be good - a half pager that would look at a very
summarised broad objective, approach, motivation and budget estimate. This could be followed by
an indication from DGMT regarding its impression, asking for some more detail here and there
leading to a step two concept note. At this stage, pending the completeness of step 3, funds could be
allocated. This would help justify the considerable time and effort that goes into a fully detailed and
time lined and budgeted action plan. Such a conversation might also lead to innovative thinking,
strategic sector strengthening and policy impacts”.
“The current grant application process is fairly straightforward for someone with experience in doing
grant applications, working with financial data, budgets and writing reports etc. Our organisation
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does currently employ people with those skills but these people do not come from the local
community. A representative from the local community would have difficulty with the grant
application process and with the reporting process. If DGMT is serious about empowering local
communities, it should try to take this into account. Perhaps employ people to assist communities
with this or simplify the processes significantly”.
“We did not receive good advice on how to fill out the Stage 1 budget template, which is quite
restrictive in that it does not allow you to specify what you are actually seeking funding for. While
we were only seeking funding to fund a few specific activities in our post-matric programmes,
particularly those related to knowledge production, knowledge sharing and open-source resource
development, we were instructed by DGMT portfolio officers to include ALL costs for both of our
post-matric programmes and our knowledge-sharing arm. Then we were rejected on the grounds
that our programme was too expensive per student. While this is a fair decision based on what we
had submitted, we felt that we were misguided with regards to the budget and did not feel the
templates let us effectively communicate our request. Otherwise, we had a positive experience we received prompt responses to inquires and useful feedback to our application”.
“Please simplify the application process, as you request information that seems to inhibit the
application process. I understand the need for due diligence but this can still be done in a simpler
way”.
“We were encouraged to apply, after explaining what we are and do, and asking whether it would
be appropriate for us to apply, yet the reasons for being declined seem to be those very ones that we
queried. It would help if there were some more accurate process to avoid applicants spending
valuable time preparing proposals which are not going to get past first base. There is too much
work expected of applicants before Step 1 is completed”.
The second most frequently mentioned theme was for DGMT to work harder on cultivating an
improved understanding of the organisations that they work with and who are applying for funding
(11% of responses). Linked to this is an often repeated appeal for more site visits and face-to-face
meetings to facilitate the development of this understanding, especially before declining
applications (6% of responses):
“We are doing charity work for the greater good - not begging and I resent being patronized and
treated like a beggar. We do NOT always get paid a salary and then still have to put up with rude
arrogant responses and people who have no clue what we do, and couldn’t be bothered to find
out....because they cannot "tick their boxes".
“Visit the projects more often. Getting reports cannot substitute for actually seeing the programs in
action”.
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“DGMT states they believe in investment in ECD etc. our organization support destitute children
with nutrition so that they develop mentally and physically so that they may might indeed be able to
get the education DGMT believes in. DGMT believes in NUTRITION, we provide that nutrition to the
poorest of the poor, the sick and vulnerable children on our doorstep. My advice to DGMT who
supported us for so many years, then closed the door on our funding with no explanation, should
have made an effort to visit us , see what we do, speak to the community we serve, and understand
that we do make a difference”.*4
“On-site and field visits. Recognise the fact that Presentations in Boardrooms do not necessarily
give enough insight into Operations, Capacity, Impact ....”
“On-site visits to projects in which the Trust has provided finance if possible. This type of
communication builds a more lasting, trusting and appreciative relationship and respect for what
each of us are trying to achieve i.e. the upliftment of communities and enriching the lives of others
who are less fortunate”.
“Site visit will be appreciated because once you are face-to-face with a person you tend to cover lots
of issues, get clarity and most of all it strengthens our relationship because it is not only about
money we are getting but for the sponsor to come and see what the difference their money is
making to the organisation”.
“Go out and see for yourself if the grantee really needs the cash before you refuse them any
funding”.
“Need to visit and get in touch of the deep realities (challenges) of civil society and organizations
before declining their applications”.
Eleven percent of responses were advising DGMT to broaden the scope of the projects that we
consider:
“Do not limit your mission and grantee requirements so much; there are a lot of important programs
that are doing important work looking for help that are basically in line with your mission yet a
slight deviation and limiting funds to specific projects limits your ability to help other organisations”.
“It can be very difficult to know which DGMT programme one’s proposal will be best served. Our
submission could reasonably be considered in many. My belief is that this segmentation is unhelpful
at a proposal review stage. The steps 1 and 2 documentation is very similar but the format of the
excel spreadsheet makes it difficult to cut and paste this data back (most is already on step 1
anyway). This can be a time consuming and frustrating process and increases the opportunity cost
associated with accessing funds”.

*

Note that references to the organisation’s name have been removed from this quote to protect their anonymity.
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“Try work with more organisations and try fund more projects with less funds and do not send out
standard regret letters when there is funding available, try focus on a wider range of NPO's and
their services”.
“We would like to advise you that schools for Learners with special needs are borderline with regard
to your application priorities”.
“We were very happy and satisfied when DGMT supported work relating to animals in impoverished
rural communities but are extremely disappointed now that this work is no longer considered for
support. We suggest the Trust should give serious consideration to the important role and impact of
animals in poor rural communities, e.g. donkeys used by emerging farmers who cannot care for
them”.
“Don't exclude funding effective projects because of your narrow focus. The DGMT could broaden its
education focus”.
Another area often mentioned (in 10% of responses) is for DGMT to provide more detailed
feedback on rejected applications:
“Feedback on rejected applications would be greatly appreciated. The online system offers no
opportunity to learn from the process or prepare to submit a more competitive application in the
future”.
“When an application is turned down, it would be of enormous value for the applicant to receive
feedback as to the reasons. A great deal of time and effort is invested in submitting such an
application and without feedback there is no opportunity for improved insight, learning and
evaluation”.
“I personally think that when an organisation is unsuccessful, (especially when one indicates that
they have followed the necessary criteria and is in line with DGMT criteria) it would be good to know
where the shortfalls were and how one can actually improve. Dealing with other donors they would
tell you where you or what information would also assist them in making a decision with regard to
funding a programme”.
Two other areas highlighted for improvement was for DGMT to improve its document management
and/or
documentation
system
(9%
of
responses)
and
to
improve
our
correspondence/communication or relationships with organisations (7% of responses):
“Better communication, even after grants are turned down. Have a closer look what the REAL aims
of the organisations are-- do not just judge them by their names--look at their histories,
sustainability--to not just throw valuable resources in a bottomless pit in order to be politically
correct”.
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“The reason our funding was declined was due to the young age of the target group which fell
outside of your strategic focus at the time. I believe (personal opinion) and NOT that of the
organisation - that this could have been established and notified at an earlier stage i.e. upfront or at
least step 1. The experience though was still beneficial to me in the sense of both process and
interview. Thank you”.
“Applications sometimes get "lost" in the pipe-line or there is confusion about where they belong perhaps the new systems will gradually improve this. New format forms are a bit restrictive in terms
of being able to give a real sense of the work organisations are involved in and their "philosophical"
approach”.
It has been unfortunate that our grant application was rejected on the basis of a misunderstanding.
I feel that the Trust could have done more to rectify this situation. We will also aim to communicate
better and is currently in the process of a major communication and messaging audit.*5
“I enquired from DGMT as to why after 3 years we had not received further funding. I had no
response. This does not give a good impression”.
Table 7 below summarises all repeated themes on advice for DGMT to improve its service to civil
society and relationships with NGOs. This table does not include themes that were only mentioned
once. It also exclude those quotes informing us that the organisation has no advice to give us (12%
of responses) or comments that were unclear or abusive (1% of responses). This will be followed by
a selection of useful advice covering all the remaining themes included in the table as well as those
excluded.
Table 7: Advice for DGMT to improve its service to civil society -summary of repeated themes

Feedback category

Number of
responses

%

Simplify application process/concept note too long and involved/Step 1 & 2
repetitive/budgeting complicated and restrictive/especially for smaller grants
Cultivate an improved understanding of organisation, their work, needs,
challenges and communities that they work in/especially before declining

28

12%

26

11%

Broaden scope of projects considered
Provide more detailed feedback on rejected applications
Improve document management/notification system
Improve correspondence/communication/relationships

24
22
21
16

11%
10%
9%
7%

Visit sites more often/more face-to-face meetings for improved
understanding/visit sites before declining

14

6%

*

Note that references to the organisation’s name have been removed from this quote to protect their anonymity.
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Number of
responses
Improved communication/information on funding priorities/specify what is
7
not funded
Invest in organisations that still need development/like CBOs or youth led
5
organisations/smaller organisations
Increased knowledge/experience/passion/relationship building ability of
4
DGMT assessment staff
Provide opportunities for capacity building/mentoring
3
Feedback category

%
3%
2%
2%
1%

High reliance on technology for application and communication might be
problematic for some organisations

3

1%

Continue to fund rural initiatives
Create opportunities for sharing

2
2

1%
1%

Commit to long term investments/partnerships with grantees

2

1%

Share best practices/newsletters on funded projects

2

1%

181
228

79%

Total for codes included in this table
Overall Total (including statements by individuals not included here)
“Close up shop and find a different line of work”.

“Beware of one size fits all approaches which aim for extensive spread. Small NGOs doing
specialised work bring much needed insight and learning that others can learn from, adapt and use
in their own contexts”.
“Think broadly about education and skills development and the types of organisations engaged in
education, especially with young learners. Current education systems are very much geared to make
young adults rampant consumers - progress means bigger/ more etc. Subjects like arts and culture
are seen as extraneous in education. These learning areas enable the development of a broad range
of soft skills, through different learning modalities and are very engaging of all people, assisting
them to be agents of change and building their resourcefulness”.
“Let civil society determine priorities, not DGMT”.
“DGMT is one of our most supportive donors and a donor that seems genuinely interested in our
projects and the work (and the value of) the work we do. No other suggestions at this point”.
“Many NGO's do not have sufficient resources to keep up with advancement in computer
technology. This sometimes makes it difficult to access and use the application and reporting forms.
I don't really have an answer or suggestion to this matter as I am not too computer literate myself!!
But I thought it worth the mention. Having said all of the above, it must be noted that I have
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received much telephonic support from DGMT staff in this regard when applying for funding this
year”.
“The person that dealt with our application in round 1 did not explain or provide any information. It
was very cold, unfriendly and not professional at all”.
“Firstly, I will ask DGMT to make its funding process very easy and accessible to everyone. They have
recently move their funding process to a very difficult process which means that those who cannot
access internet then they cannot also apply for funding”.
“It is very difficult to put in a proposal and not knowing how much funding is available. Maybe if
our NGO only put in part of what we applied for, we may have been more successful?”
“Include small component to assist /capacity build the very small and fledgling CBOs with potential
but not yet able to stand on their own feet”.
“The systems and personnel are really great and can't think of any advice to give! Perhaps the
following but only because I don't know what the policy is at DGMT but it's important to support
projects over a number of years and not to be stuck in funding for 1 year at a time. In this type of
work and sector we need to stick with things for a number of years until things are bedded down.
Also the insecurity of having funds for 1 year only and the energy to keep developing proposals can
be very draining for small organisations”.
“Have none because although we didn't get the funding they were extremely helpful. Their personal
interest is to be commended”.
“I think there is too much emphasis on getting tangible results or improvement. I think that change
in the work we do, is there, in very small packages and making it sustainable is a long and arduous
process involving many role players, we do however, need help like DGMT in the process”.
“As an organisation with experience of working with many funders over many years, we note that
the edge that DGMT has lies in its personalised attention to grantees; in its efforts to truly
comprehend the situation in which grantees are working; in its commitment to matters beyond a
political correctness; in its integrity and avoidance of superfluous donor/grantee power relations.
With DGMT one has the real sense of being 'in partnership' with a donor body who is essentially on
your side in wanting to being about less suffering in the world. Their respectfulness and
professionalism bring out the best in partners. We would suggest that every effort is made to
maintain the uniqueness of the approach of the Trust”.
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3.1.6 Impressions of DGMT’s due diligence process
Organisations whose previous applications were declined at Step 1, i.e. they did not go through our
financial and organisational due diligence processes, did not participate further in the survey. We
asked grantees and organisations that proceeded through the Step 2 due diligence process: (a)
whether they were visited as part of their assessment and (b) how they would rate our due
diligence process on a five point scale.
Just over half (54%) of the 143 organisations who said they went through to Step 2 said they were
visited as part of the assessment; 46% said they were not visited (prior grantees are less likely to be
visited). Unfortunately we could only compare data of organisations that said their application was
declined during Step 2 to those of organisations that said they were visited as part of the diligence
investigation for 15 organisations. Sixty percent of organisations whose most recent application
was declined (nine organisations) said they were visited as part as part of the investigation while
40% (six organisations) were not. It is thus not clear that not receiving a site visit as part of the Step
2 due diligence process would necessarily increase the likelihood of not being funded by DGMT,
although the small number of organisations included in this analysis makes it difficult to
conclusively state this as a fact.
Nearly half (45%) of the 132 organisations that rated DGMT’s due diligence process said that the
process is reasonable and helpful in strengthening the organisation with most of the other half
saying it was somewhat reasonable and helpful or choosing to stay neutral on the matter as is
illustrated in Figure 11 below.
Figure 11: Step 2 participants’ rating of DGMT’s due diligence process
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Figure 12: Step 2 participants’ rating of DGMT’s due diligence process – group comparison

Organisations that succeeded
in securing funding was
significantly (P=0.001) more
likely to rate the process
positively than those whose
funding application) was
declined. There were also
significant differences
(P=0.000) between groups
with different grantee status
on this item, although those
that were not grantees were
more likely to remain neutral
on this point than to give a
negative rating.
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3.1.7 Grantee Section
The following section reports on questions asked specifically to those organisations that have
indicated that they are current or prior grantees of DGMT.

3.1.7.1 Perception of the appropriateness of the partnership
Generally grantees perceived the partnership between themselves and DGMT to be a relatively
good fit. More than half (56%) of the 107 organisations that answered this question thought that
their objectives were completely aligned with DGMT’s expectations as outlined in their grant
agreement. Another 33% thought they were mostly/somewhat aligned. Only 3% thought they
might be a little unaligned and no grantee felt that they were completely misaligned.
Figure 13: Grantee’s perception of their own alignment with DGMT’s expectations

3.1.7.2 Frequency of site visits after the grant has been awarded

The majority of organisations (61% out of 101 that provided this information) said they have never
been visited again after their grant has been awarded. Just over a quarter has been visited once
again and 9% have been visited more than once.
Figure 14: Number of times that grantees reported to be visited after the grant was awarded

It is important to keep in mind the grant
duration when considering the number of site
visits that are appropriate though. As was
illustrated in Figure 4, page 7 approximately
55% of grantees said that their most recent
grant was an annual grant, 24% had short
term or once-off grants of less than a year and
22% said their grant agreement covers more
than one year.
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Table 8: Number of site visits to organisations with different grant durations
Number of
visits

Grant duration categories
Once-off Annual grant > one year

Total

Unfortunately a cross0 Visits Count
1
33
8
42 tabulation could only be done
for 67 organisations that
%
50%
69%
47%
63%
provided information on both
1 Visit
Count
0
11
7
18
%
0%
23%
41%
27% variables. It is difficult to
2 Visits Count
1
3
2
6 conclusively comment on the
%
50%
6%
12%
9% number of visits to
4 Visits Count
0
1
0
1 organisations with annual
%
0%
2%
0%
1% grants (and even with multiTotal
Count
2
48
17
67 year grants) because we don’t
%
100%
100%
100%
100% know how long they have had
the grant (i.e. if a full year has
passed yet). Of those organisations saying their grant agreement is for longer than one year
though, 41% has already received a follow-up visit and 12% has had two visits.
Being visited more often after the grant has been awarded did not necessarily imply higher general
satisfaction scores though.

3.1.7.3 Frequency of communication with DGMT
Despite the fact that site visits were reported not to happen very frequently, the majority (62%) of
the 108 grantees responding on this issue said that they communicated with DGMT once every few
months. About a quarter (23%) said this communication takes place yearly or less often, while
smaller proportions remained neutral (11%) or said they communicated a few times per month with
DGMT (4%).

3.1.7.4 Perceptions of DGMT support and engagement
Overall grantees rated DGMT positively on scale items aimed at measuring their perceptions of
DGMT’s support and general engagement with them. Around 60% and more of grantees agreed
with all the statements included in the scale as is illustrated by Table 9 on page 30.
Statements with the strongest agreement included:
— ‘DGMT are accessible and responsive to grantees' needs’ (50% of grantees strongly agreed
with this statement) and
— ‘DGMT engagement with us strengthens our organisation and/or programme’ (46% of
grantees strongly agreed with this statement).
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Agreement was weaker on the effectiveness of DGMT staff to help organisations work through
obstacles and issues impacting their work. Grantees were more likely to disagree that interaction
with DGMT staff enhanced their networking and collaboration with other NGOs or that they
received assistance from DGMT staff above and beyond the grant. Although more organisations
disagreed with the statement that DGMT staff have provided support (beyond the grant) to their
organisation that has enhanced the effectiveness of their organisation/project, 59% of the 108
organisations that provided a rating for this statement agreed that they have received such support.
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Table 9: Summary of scores grantee perceptions of DGMT support and engagement
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Grantees that elaborated on the additional support that they received from DGMT most often referred
to programmatic advice/information/support that they have received from DGMT portfolio managers.
Opportunities or information for networking was also mentioned fairly often.
Table 10: Additional support offered to grantees by DGMT staff

Number
of
responses

Feedback category
Programmatic/governance advice/providing information/support
Networking by connecting/providing information or creating
opportunities

12
8

Not applicable
Facilitating/offering/sponsoring a process leading to growth/useful
reflection

4

Created learning opportunities through sharing of learning and
research

4

Support and guidance on requirements
Intervened with another funder
Exceptional communication
Provided an opportunity for capacitation
Total

4
2
1
1
43

7

%
24%
20%
17%
10%
10%
10%
5%
2%
2%
100%

Selected quotes follow:

“Although our support has been limited to the grant application, the updates and other grantee's
report's been made available along with new research has provided us with ideas and input to
improve the effectiveness of our programme with the intent to upscale and extend the programme
region wide”.
“Any organisation that gives money is "strengthening" us. We do not require funders to give us
specific help how to implement our programs or overcome our problems. That is our job. Although I
can see that less effective NPO's might need such help. That explains the two "strongly disagrees"
above. That is not the job of DGMT staff”.
“They met with Social Development on our behalf and Social Development called a partnership
meeting after the visit of DGMT.”
“The pre-grant visit by [Portfolio Manager] was very useful in helping us understand DGMT and our
own goals and strategies”.
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“Staff have gone out of their way to accommodate our multi-faceted programme within the new
focus areas of DGMT and assisted us with adapting our proposals to fit more comfortably into the
strategic focus of DGMT”.
“I would count DGMT's printed brochures and research findings, (like the Learning Briefs documents)
posted to us, as valued support. But beyond the grant - I wouldn't say we get much support that
would increase networking or partnerships with Government departments, etc. However, as
experienced in the work we do, I don't think we need support in the actual work we do, but knowing
how to EXPAND our work for greater impact would be valuable”.
“An example of the excellent support received is each time when our organisation is unclear as to
what is requested as part of the progress reports, DGMT are always available to assist, despite the
many calls and emails from our side. This is always appreciated and allows us to provide an effective
report”
“[Portfolio Manager] has become a valuable thought partner to the organisation. She has helped us
develop our strategy on monitoring and evaluation as well as youth engagement”.

3.1.7.5 Level of engagement with DGMT that grantees would prefer
The majority (67% of 99 grantees) said they would like to have more engagement with DGMT on
the implementation of their programmes/grants. Seventy-six organisations elaborated on the level
of interaction and type of relationship they would like to have with DGMT as a grantee. Most
mentioned was the request for more opportunities to showcase their work or to give DGMT firsthand experience of the work that they are doing, requiring DGMT to do more site visits. Another
theme that frequently emerged was the need for a more personal, informal mentorship/equal
partnership type of relationship where there is mutual discussion, support guidance and advice. It
was specifically mentioned several times that this type of support should not be formal (i.e.
organisations do not want to feel as though they are being assessed/evaluated in this relationship)
and that it should not imply hands-on management by DGMT. Some organisations expressed a
fairly similar theme, requesting a strong relationship based on mutual understanding, constructive
discussion and respect, although the emphasis here seemed to be that DGMT should do more to
understand the challenges that the organisations and communities are facing. The need for DGMT
to assist through capacity building, especially in terms of monitoring and evaluation, to create more
opportunities for networking and to provide more feedback on reports and other outputs from
organisations were also repeatedly mentioned.
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Table 11: The level of interaction and type of relationship that organisations would like DGMT to have
with them as a grantee

Number of
responses

%

More visits/gain first-hand experience/opportunity to
share/showcase

19

23%

General advice, guidance/support and
discussion/consultation/mentoring (not hands-on
management/informal/preferably face-to-face)

14

17%

Networking opportunities with other DGMT grantees and others

7

9%

Capacity building (M&E support & finance training)
More guidance/feedback on reports and outputs

6
6

7%
7%

A strong relationship based mutual understanding, respect and
constructive discussion

6

7%

Facilitate collaborative/sharing of learning, adoption of best
practice

5

6%

No additional assistance required/Limited scope for additional
assistance

4

5%

4

5%

3

4%

Ongoing financial support/discussion to facilitated that

3

4%

Greater accessibility of DGMT staff
Not applicable
DGMT to lobby with government on behalf of NGOs
Total

2
2
1
82

2%
2%
1%
100%

Feedback category

More general involvement/regular interaction/professional
interaction (on request of organisation)
Current support is fine

Selected quotes follow:
“Being a new Grantee, I am not sure if it will happen during the upcoming site visit, but we would
like the opportunity to highlight the numerous benefits of our work of which the DGMT is a part of.
Would like the opportunity to meet key DGMT staff and discuss our work and general youth
development/education issues. Maybe also meet other organisations funded by DGMT working in
the same general field”.
“Being in an advisory capacity with regular contact is ideal. Nothing formal is needed”.
“DGMT has a wealth of information in programmes implemented. Sharing these findings assists us”.
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“DGMT have expectations about M&E beyond that of any other donor I have engaged with. I value
M&E and have found ways to set systems in place that will allow us to do this more effectively
however it would have been valuable if DGMT had been more active in supporting us in this
process”.
“I think we would benefit from guidance regarding backing up our programme's success with
qualitative and quantitative research data. As an NGO procuring these services and expertise is not
always within our financial reach. Guidance in this area would assist us with reporting and being
able to present our findings in a credible manner to government and the Department of Education
which could potentially lead to further funding”.
“The time that passes between the submission of reports and a response from DGMT could be
shorter. It would be helpful to get feedback on, for example, our learning briefs so that we get a
sense of how to improve them”.
“It is difficult to convey the powerful nature of the services and the outcomes in written reports. Our
NGO wanted to personally communicate with DGMT so they could see the benefits of their funding
to the organisation. It is also important to have personal contact with DGMT staff members but
there was a block to this interaction”.
“We are a highly specialized organisation, employing skilled staff to save children from abuse. I thus
see little opportunity for assistance apart from financial”.
“We feel DGMT trusts us with our work and knows we have an open door policy if anyone wants to
visit. We also know we have an open line to suggestions and support if needed. This works well for
us”.
“We would like to feel we, in partnership with all our donors, are working together in areas of
greatest need. Also interaction in terms of researching our impact, with M&E for instance, would be
valuable”.
“Working in partnership with government is challenging. We would like DGMT to give more
guidance and support with these partnerships, be a voice for NGO to government. Give us insight
into what other project DGMT has partnered with. Give financial advice; what approach NGO
should have in the current financial climate of SA”.
“General advice and guidance, but not to the extent that you are "hands on" in the project”.
“Open in both ways: communicating changes & strategy developments from their side also &
collaborative i.e. non-dictatorial, face-to-face instead of only written report: less writing & more
personal interaction”.
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3.1.7.4 Grantee feedback on DGMT’s reporting requirements
Overall most (around 70% and more) grantees felt that the amount of time and effort required to
complete reports for DGMT was appropriate; that the frequency and deadlines for reports have
been easy for them to meet; that the information that they are required to collect has been useful
to enhance the effectiveness of their organisation; that they understand the purpose of the DGMT
learning briefs and that these briefs are useful to enhance the knowledge and practice of their own
and other organisations.
A summary of ratings on DGMT’s reporting requirements follow in Table 12, page 36.
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Table 12: Summary of scores - grantee feedback on DGMT reporting requirements

Consensus was slightly lower on whether the frequency and deadlines for providing data/reports have been difficult for the organisation to
meet. There was very little disagreement on the appropriateness of the time and effort that it takes to complete the reporting and on whether
the information collected is useful for the organisation’s effectiveness.
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We asked organisations to elaborate on their impressions of the learning briefs. Fifty-seven
organisations shared their thoughts on this and the most frequently expressed sentiment is that the
learning briefs are a useful tool for reflection on processes and implementation. Some
organisations also said it informs networking with similar organisations and remain useful to the
organisation after submission to DGMT as a concise way to communicate their work to others.
Besides for these positive sentiments, more positive feedback covered the general opinion that the
learning briefs are interesting and informative.
It was however also repeatedly mentioned that the preparation of the briefs are challenging for
some organisations, is time consuming to prepare or that the organisation was not originally clear
on how to approach the development of a learning brief (which seems to have become less of a
problem as more examples became available).
Table 13: Impressions of DGMT learning briefs

Feedback category

Number
of
responses

%

Useful tool for reflection on process and implementation/communicating our
work/networking with other organisations

13

21%

Interesting and informative/valuable/general positive impression

11

18%

Preparation is a challenge/too demanding/do not clearly understand what is
expected

10

16%

Have not engaged with them enough/prepared one yet
Not applicable - Was a grantee before learning briefs became a reporting
requirement (would like to receive them and participate though)

8

13%

6

10%

Don't know what a learning brief is
Easy to prepare
After only 6 months preparing the brief was premature
Difficult repeat every six months with fresh information
General feedback on all DGMT reporting
Provide good examples of best practice
No time to read them
Meaning of comment unclear
Total

4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
61

7%
5%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
100%

Selected quotes follow:
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“Completed one Learning Brief - found the reflection process useful in questioning our process and
articulating aspects affecting implementation. Useful prompt to capture organisational learning.
Not sure how useful the Brief would be in sharing specific project findings but perhaps DGMT has a
better sense of trends or common themes across similar types of projects and could collate some of
these”.
“Difficult to say something new every 6 months. Questions 1, 2 and 4 remain the same every 6
months with our organisation. Only the actual implementation to date changes. I find I have not had
time to read the Learning Briefs of others (the magazine sent to me) although I do think it is
valuable”
“Good examples of best practice. No problem preparing the brief. Information used in fundraising
and marketing any way”.
“I think our first learning brief missed the point. I'm keen to improve our first submission as I think
our findings were interesting and valuable, but our way of communicating them was not quite right.
It would be good to have feedback on this”.
“I think they are extremely valuable and they are very interesting to read and to learn about other
organisation's work. The first one was quite demanding - but I probably spent too much time on it”.
“Impression: The organisations featured are organisations of note and deserve to be lauded. The
fact that the objectives of the organisations featured is in alignment with DGMT objectives comes
across clearly. Content of learning briefs are of value to other organisations”.
“It helped us tremendously to verbalise what we do. We used the documents afterwards for other
important purposes too”.
“It is a process that we often neglect and it forces us to do this important aspect of our work”.
“Preparing our report and learning brief at first seemed like a mammoth task we would not be able
to achieve, but once completed, we found it a valuable internal tool”.
“Preparing the briefs can be time consuming especially for the staff directly involved in
implementing the project but it is very helpful as a monitoring and evaluation tool especially when
reporting to funders”.
“The learning briefs are a useful resource, however since we are a small NGO and our staff are fieldbased it is difficult for us to contribute meaningfully to the learning briefs”.
“The reporting for DGMT takes 2-4 days to complete. However, the second was significantly quicker
once the first had been done. The dashboard is a useful way to quickly report on how things are
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going in a rich way (we actually use them for reporting to our board as well). However, the financial
reporting is extremely difficult as the funds are for core org expenses, but the grant timeframe spans
across our financial years. Hence we have to go through two years of management accounts and
reconfigure our finances according to the line items in the budget report. It would save a large
amount of time if the reporting could be aligned with organisations' financial years and budget line
items when a contribution to operational costs are being made so that the reports are easier, faster,
and also useful to the organisations. In terms of the learning briefs, they've provided a useful way to
reflect and summarise our learnings”.
“These are very helpful and much more interesting to prepare than logframes! The learning briefs
that I have read thus far are of a high standard, information and inspiring. Wish more funders
would use this approach”.
“This is a very progressive tool to ensure we effectively enhance our networks with other
organisations working in the same field we do, and also communicate the unique nature of our
activities and the strategic impact litigation we do”.
“We did not understand the purpose of the Learning Briefs when they first came out. It was not
clearly communicated. We have since had some informal discussions with staff members and hope
that we understand the purpose better. We will be submitting our next learning brief soon and
hopefully we will get some feedback from DGMT on how we are doing in our submissions”.
“We have found them a bit challenging to write as we did not fully understand how it should be
written. We have decided that our director will draft the learning brief as is a strategic document”.
“We have not been sent the learning briefs by DGMT and only come across them by chance. I have
found some of interest but would have liked to have been introduced to the concept more fully and
also to have been invited to participate”.
“We have not prepared one yet but feel inspired to write one after reading the most recent batch
which were very insightful”.

3.1.7.6 General perceptions of DGMT and final feedback
More than 60% of the grantees that rated DGMT on items indicating their general perception of
DGMT said that they see DGMT as a thought-partner to their work and that their interaction with
DGMT has led to positive changes within their organisation. There was more uncertainty on
whether DGMT is a reliable partner/investor that would enhance a grantee’s ability to sustain their
work in the future although 57% of grantees still agreed that this would be the case. Grantees were
more likely to disagree with the statement that they see DGMT as a thought partner than on other
statements.
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Table 14: Summary of scores - grantee perceptions of DGMT

We also asked grantees for their final advice to DGMT on how we could enhance the way that we deal with our grantees and the
contribution we make to civil society. Similar themes to what has been explored in other sections of this report were repeated or
elaborated on. The most relevant/illustrative and memorable quotes will now be provided in conclusion of the findings section of this
report:
“Create more lasting partnerships. Learn more about the organisation as a whole to understand all its needs and why it is requesting the
items in the proposal”.
“None at present. Thank you for leading the way in this sector”.
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“I have made some suggestions already but could add: * simplify the application form a bit or
provide explanatory intro about how it works - word count etc * a glossary of terms e.g. direct costs
- would be good * some DGMT participation in aspects of project roll out. Generally speaking
however DGMT have certainly been amongst the most open, red-tape free, supportive grant
organizations around - well done! And no Gant charts :)”.
“One suggestion is to bring grantees together maybe 1x per year to showcase projects and initiative.
We can learn a lot through this cross-pollination and the learning happened that way as well then
and not only via the DGMT officer's site visits. Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback. We
value greatly the DGMT support in the past”.
“Our organisation is highly efficient and we know what we want to achieve and how to achieve it
(very simple stuff, - to deliver education to disadvantaged kids). We need funders to pay for what we
do. We do not expect funders to contribute to the WAY we do things or help us improve our ability
other than funding us. Hence the above replies. Generally DGMT is a great organisation to work
with. Which in our case means they give us the money to do our stuff and do not interfere. Their
reporting requirements are reasonable. The times we have been late are our fault, not theirs!”
“Personal relationships between DGMT staff and the funded organisation's staff are crucial for the
working agreement. Taking an interest in the NGOs makes them feel that their work is worthwhile not just that DGMT is giving funding support and requesting written reports. When further funding
is requested and declined, the NGO needs to know why the support has been withdrawn”.
“Remain a pure grant-making institution - resist the temptation to run own programmes or define
priorities according to internal preferences. Use funds to enable civil society to address issues”.
“The biggest feedback is around communication. We would like more proactive communication
from DGMT and to feel invested in - not only financially - but also from a networking and strategic
perspective”.
“There is a lot of information going into DGMT from grantees, it would be useful for us to get
feedback on how we fit into your bigger picture and who else you are working with on related
issues”.
“The finance forms are not user friendly”
“YOU MAKE A HUGE DIFFERENCE TO CIVIL SOCIETY AND WE ARE VERY GRATEFUL”.
“We have said it all”.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
Following is a summary and discussion of the most important feedback from applicants and
grantees emerging from the study.
Overall feedback from applicants and grantees alike was generally positive and very encouraging.
Areas for improvement were well described in the qualitative data. Figure 15 following illustrates
the direction (tendency towards being negative, positive or neutral) of grantee/applicant ratings of
DGMT on the different variables explored through the various scales included in the survey. A
discussion of the graphs follows the images.
Figure 15: Direction of applicant/grantee ratings of DGMT on different variables6

Section 1: Grantees and Applicants

1

1

Includes: Fairness of DGMT’s grant making decisions; believe that DGMT has influence that can contribute to public policy;
believe that DGMT advances the knowledge in the field that organisations are working in; believe that DGMT leads the field to
new thinking and practice.
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Section 2: Grantees only

2

What do we mean by ‘catalytic potential’?

a) General communication and interaction/Due
diligence/DGMT support and engagement of
grantees
Focusing on the first section of the survey which
included the opinions of both grantees and applications,
DGMT7 was scored best on our general communication
and interaction. A specific area of strength was our
responsiveness in terms of enquiries and requests. In
the second section of the survey grantees also rated
DGMT very highly in terms of being accessible and
responsive to grantees' needs. Although there are some
room for improvement on most items included in the
communication/interaction scale, areas for specific
2

“With our relatively tiny amount of money,
we can choose to do two things. Either, we
can do as much as we can in filling the gaps in
State provision, or we can use our money to
try to achieve radical shifts in the way society
deals with its challenges. In our new fiveyear strategy (2011 – 2015), we’ve opted for
the latter. We would like to influence systems
of provision and create a demand for public
innovation. We want to be a catalyst for
change. That means funding initiatives that:
i) create models that can be tested, costed
and taken to scale; ii) overcome bottlenecks
in the system that reduce efficiency; and iii)
have an in-built ripple-effect that has benefit
beyond the immediate programme
participants”. DGMT CEO, David Harrison in
our annual report for 2011.

Includes: Seeing DGMT as a thought partner in their work; Seeing DGMT as a reliable partner/investor that
enhances the organisations’ ability to sustain their work in the future; the belief that their interaction and dealing
with DGMT has led to positive changes in the organisation.
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attention is firstly, the communication of our new strategic guidelines which focuses our selection
of proposals on those with high catalytic potential (see box on previous page). In terms of this
strategy, there was a recommendation that was repeated a number of times for DGMT to broaden
the scope of the projects that we consider.
A second area requiring specific attention is our application process which many organisations did
not find particularly easy or straightforward. In fact, the advice most repeated was for DGMT to
simplify its application process. Organisations mentioned that the concept note/step 1 process was
too long and involved, especially for organisations applying for smaller grants, that certain aspects
of Step 1 and Step 2 was repetitive and the budget templates are complicated and restrictive.
Although nearly half of the organisations that rated DGMT’s due diligence process said that the
process is reasonable and helpful in strengthening the organisation, most of the other half said it
was only somewhat reasonable and helpful with a relatively large proportion choosing to stay
neutral on the matter, which might also indicate that this process could benefit from review.

b) DGMT’s attitude and understanding of organisations’ work/DGMT support and
engagement of grantees
The weakest item for the first section of the survey was around DGMT’s attitude towards
organisations and our understanding of their work. In this regard, the second most repeated
request was for DGMT to work harder on cultivating an improved understanding of the
organisations that they work with and who are applying for funding. Linked to this was an oftrepeated appeal for more site visits and face-to-face meetings to facilitate the development of this
understanding, especially before declining applications. About half of organisations said they were
visited as part of their Step 2 due diligence assessment and the majority of grantees said that they
have never been visited after their grants became active. In terms of grantees, the majority of
organisations said that they have never been visited again after their grant has been awarded.
When considering the frequency of site visits there are a number of issues to keep in mind. Most
importantly there is the question of demand, capacity and practicality. For example, in 2011 DGMT
received 115 small grant applications and 794 larger grant applications (909 in total). At the same
time we have about 200 active grantees at any point in time – note that some of these applications
might be from active grantees reapplying for funding when their grant is near to conclusion. With a
relatively small team of seven programme officers it is clear that all applications cannot be
investigated through a site visit and that visits to active grantees must be scheduled in a practical
way to allow for visits to organisations unfamiliar to us who are applying for funding. The practical
implications are thus as follows:
— Step 1 filters the organisations that we tend to visit in the Step 2 due diligence process;
— Prior grantees or organisations with excellent reputations that we are familiar with are less
likely to be visited as part of Step 2; and
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— Follow-up visits to active grantees are most likely to happen when a new grant application is
reviewed or when they have multi-year grants.
Although we checked for correlation, in this survey it was not clear that not receiving a site visit as
part of the Step 2 due diligence process would necessarily increase the likelihood of not being
funded by DGMT. It was illustrated (weakly, due to a lack of fully appropriate and comparable
data), that organisations with multi-year grants were more likely to receive follow-up visits than
grants of a shorter duration.
Despite the fact that site visits were reported not to happen very frequently, the majority of
grantees said they communicated with DGMT once every few months although about a quarter said
this communication takes place yearly or less often. Regardless of the practical issues around site
visits, the majority of grantees said they would like to have more engagement with DGMT on the
implementation of their programmes/grants. Most organisations requested more opportunities to
showcase their work or to give DGMT first-hand experience of the work that they are doing, again
requiring DGMT to do more site visits. Another theme that frequently emerged was the need for a
more personal, informal mentorship/equal partnership type of relationship where there is mutual
discussion, support guidance and advice. It was specifically mentioned several times that this type
of support should not be formal (i.e. organisations do not want to feel as though they are being
assessed/evaluated in this relationship) and that it should not imply hands-on management by
DGMT. The need for DGMT to assist through capacity building, especially in terms of monitoring
and evaluation, to create more opportunities for networking and to provide more feedback on
reports and other outputs from organisations were also repeatedly mentioned.
Some of this work is already taking place though, according to responding organisations. About
71% of grantees and applicants said that they were provided additional assistance (or beyond what
can be expected) from DGMT not related to their grant/application and about 60% of grantees also
agreed that DGMT staff have provided support (beyond the grant) to their organisation that has
enhanced the effectiveness of their organisation/project. This assistance or support often involved
the following:
Applicants & grantees

Grantees

Organisations most often referred to instances
of referral and networking; responsiveness and
guidance on processes or requirements; and
programmatic advice and guidance when they
described the assistance that they received.

Grantees that elaborated on the additional
support that they received from DGMT most often
referred to programmatic
advice/information/support that they have
received from DGMT portfolio managers.
Opportunities or information for networking was
also mentioned fairly often.
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It should be noted though that grantee agreement was weaker on the effectiveness of DGMT staff
to help organisations work through obstacles and issues impacting their work possibly indicating
that some organisations feel that the support and input they receive from DGMT programme
officers are not always appropriate or helpful.

c) General perceptions of DGMT
Overall applicants and grantees viewed DGMT as an organisation that is fair in its decision making
and has influence that could contribute to shaping public policy. Although still viewing us very
positively, organisations were slightly less convinced of DGMT’s leadership ability in terms of
leading and enhancing knowledge in the field in which they are working. Grantees were less likely
to agree with the statement that they see DGMT as a thought partner, although still three-fifths
agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. There was a higher level of strong agreement that
DGMT is a reliable partner/investor that would enhance a grantee’s ability to sustain their work in
the future, although large proportion of grantees chose to stay neutral on this matter.

d) DGMT Reporting requirements
Reporting is another area of specific strength for DGMT. A large majority of grantees felt that the
amount of time and effort required to complete reports for DGMT was appropriate; that the
frequency and deadlines for reports have been easy for them to meet; that the information that
they are required to collect has been useful to enhance the effectiveness of their organisation; that
they understand the purpose of the DGMT learning briefs and that these briefs are useful to
enhance the knowledge and practice of their own and other organisations. The most frequently
expressed sentiment about learning briefs is that they are a useful tool for reflection on processes
and implementation. Some organisations also said it informs networking with similar organisations
and remain useful to the organisation after submission to DGMT as a concise way to communicate
their work to others. It was however also repeatedly mentioned that the preparation of the briefs
are challenging for some organisations, is time consuming to prepare or that the organisation was
not originally clear on how to approach the development of a learning brief.

e) General satisfaction/appropriateness of partnership
Almost half of organisations (grantees and applicants) said they were very satisfied with their
experience dealing with DGMT. About a quarter said they were somewhat satisfied while 32% of
organisations either chose to remain neutral or said they were not satisfied indicating some room
for improvement. Expectedly there were statistically significant differences 8 between those
8

The likelihood that a result or relationship is caused by something other than mere random chance.
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organisations that have been funded by DGMT in the past and those that have not, as well as those
that are current grantees or waiting to hear the outcome of their application and those that are not.
Statistical testing showed that groups that have not received funding from DGMT or are no longer
receiving funding were more likely to score DGMT negatively or to remain neutral on all scale items
allowing for comparison between groups. In terms of satisfaction almost 100% of current grantees
said they are satisfied while 81% of organisations that said they were funded by DGMT before also
reported being satisfied. Generally grantees perceived the partnership between themselves and
DGMT to be a relatively good fit with more than half of grantees feeling that their objectives were
completely aligned with DGMT’s expectations as is outlined in their grant agreement.
Two areas not specifically fitting with the themes discussed in this section, but repeatedly
mentioned by the applicant/grantee group entailed two additional areas for DGMT to work on:
i.

ii.

Improve its document management and/or documentation system as well as general
correspondence with organisations: In this regard it might be useful to mention that
DGMT has already taken action by moving to a new grant management system in
April.
Organisations request that DGMT provide more detailed feedback on rejected
applications: As a result of the volume of applications that we receive it is not
possible to provide more than basic feedback on declines of proposals that are not
selected for the due diligence review (Step 2). We do however provide detailed
feedback for Step 2 and board level declines. Several organisations have
commented that they were suddenly declined after the change in DGMT’s strategy
in 2011 and in the context of their past relationship with DGMT they were shocked
and confused by this outcome. Our new strategy was published on our website and
unfortunately we did not issue specific communication with past grantees to inform
them of the new strategy and the implications that it might hold for them. We also
employed several new staff members to support the new strategy and while they
were not part of the past relationships, their professional correspondence to
organisations that no longer qualified for funding might have come over as
insensitive in the context of the past relationship.

Finally, we would like to thank all applicants and grantees that participated in this survey. As has
been illustrated by this report, you have provided very useful feedback that will allow us to improve
our service to NGOs and civil society. We also thank you for the encouragement and support that
was often expressed in your comments, we appreciate and are greatly motivated by them.
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